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Abstract

We propose an application based dynamically reconfigurable optical network on chip architecture and a power efficient reconfig-
urable optical router structure. The simulation results show the reconfigurable architecture can reduce path-setup delay by 70%
compared with Torus and 43% compared with Firefly under a dynamic traffic.

1 Introduction

With the recent advances in silicon nanophotonic technology,
optical network-on-chip (ONoC), which provide enormous
bandwidth and higher power efficiency, becomes a promising
architecture for chip multiple processors (CMP)[1]. Real-world
applications running on ONoC may exhibit varied behaviors
and highly dynamic traffic patterns. However, the majority
of previous ONoC structures have not considered the time-
varying character of applications. An ONoC with a fixed
topology may achieve good performance under some traffic
patterns, but perform poorly under other traffic patterns [2]. A
reconfigurable ONoC has the potential to overcome this limita-
tion by adjusting its network topology and resource reservation
scheme in real time depending on the communication pattern
of the application.

Fig. 1. Torus and Firefly

In this paper, we present a reconfigurable ONoC architec-
ture called TFONoC, which can be configured between the
Torus and Firefly topologies (shown in Fig 1) dynamically to
route various traffic patterns. The topology of Firefly [3] is
local mesh with global rings, while Torus is a typical mesh-like
topology. Since about 50% of the Firefly and Torus topology

overlap, we reuse a portion of the Torus topology to build the
Firefly topology in a manner that reduces network complexity
and saves footprint. To implement the TFONoC and maintain a
good power efficiency, we propose a novel reconfigurable opti-
cal router (OR) structure, which can implement bidirectional
transmission in the optical rings of Firefly and only add a few
extra microring resonators (MR) compared with common opti-
cal router of Torus. Bidirectional transmission within the ring
guarantees high link utilization and shorter transmission dis-
tance. In addition, in order to achieve better performance under
different time-varying applications, we design a time-sensitive
configuration algorithm for TFONoC, aiming at optimizing the
overall performance of an application.

2 TFONoC Architecture

Many classic architectures have been proposed for ONoC,
such as the Torus, CMesh, Butterfly, Firefly and so on, which
may achieve high performance under some traffic patterns, but
perform poorly under others. In this paper, TFONoC can be
configured as either a Torus or Firefly network dynamically
based on real-time application so as to adapt to the require-
ments of a wide variety of traffic patterns. The architecture of
4× 4 TFONoC is shown in Fig 2. The Torus subnetwork is an
electronic-controlled architecture [4], which employs an opti-
cal transmission network and an electrical control network. It is
a classic and widely used topology due to its high connectivity
and low network diameter. Besides, Torus has high flexibility
and scalability because of its electronic-controlled communi-
cation structure. The Firefly subnetwork[3] is a hybrid ONoC,
in which an electrical mesh network is used for local com-
munication, while an optical ring network is used for global
communication. In TFONoC, there already exists an optical
mesh interconnection in Torus subnetwork, hence we do not
have to build an additional electrical transmission network for
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Firefly, making the overall structure highly power efficient. In
other words, both Firefly and Torus employ optical layer for
transmitting the payload.

Fig. 2. 4×4 TFONoC

According to the characteristic of the topology, we employ
simple XY dimension routing and first-fit wavelength alloca-
tion scheme in Torus; while we employ a grouping wavelength
allocation in Firefly subnetwork to avoid contentions. Specif-
ically, in a network with N clusters, each cluster having N
nodes, all channels are divided into N groups, and each node
on a ring manages a group of wavelengths. The routing in Fire-
fly follows first global ring then XY routing in small mesh.
All inter-cluster traffic only can request a wavelength from the
wavelength group managed by the destination in the ring. As
shown in Fig 2, when node A (Cluster 0, Ring 1) requests node
B (Cluster 2, Ring 2), the node must request a wavelength from
the wavelength group managed by the node B’ (Cluster 2, Ring
1).

3 Compound Reconfigurable OR Structure

To implement the reconfiguration of TFONoC and maintain
a good power efficiency as well, we design a novel recon-
figurable compound OR, shown in Fig 3. Our proposed OR
structure is built on a common OR of Torus, whose structure
has been studied thoroughly in previous works, and it only
needs 3w + w/n extra MRs (w represents the number of wave-
lengths in WDM and n represents the number of clusters)
to implement the bidirectional transmission in optical rings.
Specifically, three sets of w MRs are used to switch the sig-
nal from or to rings. On the other hand, due to wavelength
grouping, only w/n MRs are needed to receive and switch the
signal from the rings, also resulting in a decrease in power con-
sumption. All channels in the rings are bidirectional, which can
reduce transmission distance and improve link utilization. All 6
routes inside the compound OR for Firefly network is shown in
Fig 3. When all these added MRs are off state, the compound
OR can act as a Torus OR. Tuning MRs can be implemented

Fig. 3. The structure of reconfigurable OR

by applying a voltage on MR. With a applied voltage, the MRs
switch from off-state into on-state. As an example shown in
Fig 3, when TFONoC is reconfigured as Firefly topology and
the signal needs to be injected into the ring anti-clockwise, the
control units apply a voltage on MR1, MR2, and MR3, so the
injected signal will be coupled into these MRs and enter the
ring of Firefly.

4 Reconfiguration Algorithm and Control

TFONoC will rebuild paths in a new subnetwork for all ongo-
ing communications and migrate all communications to new
network during reconfiguration. Considering that the setup
time of new path will increase end-to-end (ETE) delay, the path
in previous network continues transmitting the payload until
the new one has been set up. When the new path has been set
up, the previous one is torn down, and the communication is
migrated into the new network.

We propose a novel reconfiguration algorithm which can
maximize the performance of TFONoC on delay dynamically,
but does not need to collect current network status so as to
reduce control complexity. We evaluated the performance of
several synthetic traffic patterns including Bit Complement, Bit
Reverse, Perfect Shuffle, Tornado, Matrix Transpose and uni-
form traffic pattern. The simulation results show that under
some of these traffic patterns the Firefly subnetwork outper-
forms Torus in term of ETE delay, while under other traffic
patterns, the Torus topology performs better than Firefly. We
use the simulation results to analyze the performance of real
traffic running on TFONoC. We find a known traffic pattern
that is most similar as current running traffic so as to estimate
which topology will perform better under current traffic. First,
the reconfiguration controller updates the current traffic matrix
R periodically and then calculates its matrix distance d(R,E)
with each known traffic matrix E, respectively, using expres-
sion 1, in which rij and eij denote the communication volume
between source i and destination j in the matrix R and E
respectively. Then it determines the matrixEs with the smallest
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d(R,Es) and reconfigures the network to the topology (Torus
or Firefly) that is best for this matrix if it is currently in the
other topology.

d(R,E) =

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

|rij − eij | (1)

5 Simulation Experiment and Results
Analysis
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Fig. 4 (a) ETE delays under traffic A. (b) ETE delays under
traffic B. (c) Maximum throughputs. (d) Power consumption
of ORs

We developed our ONoC simulator using OMNeT++[5]. We
compare our reconfigurable TFONoC with non-reconfigurable
Torus and Firefly on 64 clusters (256 cores). In our simula-
tion, 16 wavelengths are multiplexed into a waveguide, while
the data rate of each wavelength is set at 10 Gbps. The pay-
load size is assumed to be 125 Bytes, so the transmission
delay of payload is a constant value (100 ns) in this simulation.
To demonstrate that effectiveness of the proposed reconfigura-
tion algorithm and the performance of TFONoC, we simulated
three ONoCs (Firefly only, Torus only, and TFONoC) on two
dynamic traffic patterns. Traffic pattern A is a sequence of 6
synthetic patterns, Bit Complement, Bit Reverse, Perfect Shuf-
fle, Tornado, Matrix Transpose and Uniform, each of the six
patterns lasting for a given period of time. Traffic pattern B
starts as one synthetic pattern and it slowly and randomly
evolves to another synthetic pattern, such that at any given point
in time it represents the mix of several synthetic patterns.

Fig 4(a) shows the delay comparison under traffic A. With
the increasing injection rate, the difference in ETE delay
between TFONoC with Torus and Firefly becomes larger. End-
to-end delay consists of path-setup delay and transmission
delay of payload. Since the transmission delay is constant, we
can focus on the difference of setup delay. At the injection

rate of 0.45, TFONoC reduces the path-setup delay by about
39% compared with Torus and 61% compared with Firefly.
This indicates that TFONoC can achieve better performance
by reconfiguring the network dynamically so as to adapt to
real-time traffic. The simulation results also demonstrate that
the TFONoC can accurately identify the current pattern and
reconfigure the network when the current topology does not
match current traffic pattern. Fig 4(b) shows that TFONoC
achieves good performance in terms of delay under traffic B
as well. TFONoC can reduce setup delay 70% compared with
Torus and 43% compared with Firefly. The TNONoC is aware
when the current traffic is closer to another synthetic traffic
pattern so as to make a decision whether to reconfigure. Fig
4(c) shows the TFONoC achieves the maximum throughput at
792 Gbps and 972 Gbps under traffic A and B respectively.
Under traffic B, TFONoC improves the maximum throughput
by 30% compared with Firefly and 53% compared with Torus,
which indicates TFONoC has better performance in terms of
throughput as well.

To evaluate the performance of TFONoC in terms of power
efficiency, we make a simplistic analysis of the power con-
sumption of the proposed compound optical router. We assume
the injection rate to be 0.45. The power consumption of optical
router includes dynamic energy 375 fJ/bit, static energy 200
µW/ring and Tuning power 100 µW/ring[6]. Fig 4(d) shows
that the power consumption of Torus’s OR[7] is around 108
mW, while the power consumption of compound OR is around
119 mW. TFONoC increases the power consumption of OR
by 10% compared to Torus network. On the other hand, the
power consumed on buffer is one of largest contributors to the
overall power budget. When the network is heavily loaded, the
setup delay performance mainly depends on the contentions in
ONoC. So the delay comparisons indicate that there are fewer
contentions in TFONoC with the injection rate of 0.45, which
means that TFONoC can dramatically reduce the power con-
sumed on buffering blocked packets. Hence, TFONoC has a
competitive power performance compared with Torus network.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a reconfigurable ONoC called
TFONoC, which can dynamically reconfigure the network into
Torus and Firefly according to real-time traffic. We also intro-
duce reconfigurable optical router and reconfiguration algo-
rithm. The simulation results show that the reconfiguration
algorithm can recognize the traffic pattern and the proposed
architecture can achieve lower ETE delay and higher maximum
throughput.
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